Acoustic particle velocity channels can be used for communication in underwater systems [A. Abdi and H. Guo, IEEE Trans. Wireless Communi. 8, 3326-3329, (2009)]. In this paper, the information (Shannon) capacity of underwater acoustic particle velocity channels is studied using measured data. More specifically, the maximum achievable data rates of a compact vector sensor communication receiver and another communication receiver with spatially separated scalar sensors are compared. Some statistics of particle velocity channels such as amplitude distribution and power delay profile are investigated using measured data and proper models are suggested as well. The results are useful for design and simulation of vector sensor underwater communication systems in particle velocity channels
INTRODUCTION
Communication via acoustic particle velocity channels using vector sensors has been recently proposed for underwater systems [1] [2] . In addition to the acoustic pressure channel [3] [4], acoustic particle velocity channels provide extra channels for communication [5] .
Experimental results have shown the usefulness of such channels for communication [6] . Some statistical characteristics of particle velocity channels are investigated in [7] and [8] . The interested reader can refer to [5] for a summary of channel modeling and communication system design research in particle velocity channels.
The information capacity of underwater acoustic pressure channels is studied in a number of publications, e.g., [9] - [13] . In this paper, we use experimental data to study the capacity offered by a multi-channel vector sensor receiver that measures the x, y and z components of the acoustic particle velocity, as well as the acoustic pressure. The capacity provided by a receive array with four spatially separated scalar pressure sensors is investigated as well, using the collected data. As a benchmark, capacity of a four channel receiver in Rayleigh fading is also calculated. Measured capacities of both the vector sensor receiver and the scalar array receiver are compared with this Rayleigh capacity reference, to obtain further insight. Amplitude distributions of the measured acoustic particle velocity and pressure channels are also compared with Rayleigh distribution, to study the suitability of the Rayleigh model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The measured data and experiment setup are explained in Section II. In Section III narrowband capacities of the vector sensor receiver and the scalar array receiver are considered, whereas Section IV is devoted to wideband capacities.
Concluding remarks are provided in Section V.
II.
AT-SEA EXPERIMENTS AND MEASURED DATA A multi-channel vector sensor communication receiver is shown in Fig. 1 . There we have one transmit scalar (pressure) sensor, the black sphere, and a vector sensor receiver, the black cube which measures signals in pressure, x, y and z particle velocity channels. Therefore, this is a The data sets analyzed in this paper were collected during the Makai experiment in
Hawaii in September and October of 2005 [14] . The water depth at the site was about 100m. A high frequency sound source was mounted on the sea floor. A Wilcoxon TV-001 vector sensor array was hung from the research vessel, with the bottom element at the nominal depth of 40m.
The element spacing was 10cm. The fifth, or the bottom, element did not function properly during the experiment. Each vector sensor element measured pressure, as well as x, y and z velocities. During the experiment, the array was considered vertical since a 200 lbs. weight was attached to the end of the array. Impulse responses of the channels from scalar sensor transmitter to a four-channel vector sensor receiver were measured, as well as those between the transmitter and four scalar sensor receivers. A binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signal with a symbol rate of 6 kilosymbols/second was used to probe the impulse responses, at the carrier frequency of f c = 12 kHz. Magnitudes of normalized (unit-power) temporal correlation functions of the pressure channel, as well as x, y and z velocity channels are shown in Fig. 5 . Similarly to [15] and [16] , the temporal correlation function for a channel is defined as
where E . By looking at the frequency domain [15] , one can see [ ] h n is the time-varying narrowband channel response, where the signal bandwidth is much smaller than the channel bandwidth. On the other hand, [ , ] h n l is the time-varying wideband channel response, where the signal bandwidth is much larger than the channel bandwidth. These two correspond to frequency-nonselective and frequency-selective channels, respectively [15] .
Arrival time (ms)
Coherence time c T of a time-varying channel is the interval over which the channel remains nearly constant [15] . Using the -3 dB point of the temporal correlation function [16] [17], coherence times of the pressure and particle velocity channels are about 700 ms. On the other hand, our signaling rate is 1/ 6 T kilo-symbols/second, which indicates 0.17 T | ms.
Therefore, one can say our channels are nearly time-invariant because c T T c T c [15] [17] . Note that the length of the probe signal, 25 ms, is much smaller than 700 c T | ms as well. So, the pressure and particle velocity channels can be considered to be time-invariant during short signaling intervals of interest. This allows to compute capacity using at-sea measured data, similarly to other underwater channel capacity studies such as [12] , [13] , [16] , [18] , etc. 
where H is the narrowband h represent the pressure, x-velocity, y-velocity and z-velocity channels , respectively. In the scalar array receiver, 11 h corresponds to the scalar pressure sensor at the top of the array, whereas 41 h corresponds to the one at the bottom of the array.
A. Narrowband Channel Response Distribution
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the narrowband channel amplitude Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the vector sensor and scalar array receivers, respectively, using 54 channel measurements. The unit power Rayleigh CDF 
B. Narrowband Channel Capacity
Using eq. (2), the average capacity of the vector sensor receiver is plotted in Fig. 8, based on measured data, as well as the capacity of the scalar array receiver. The two receivers provide nearly the same capacity. As a reference, the average capacity of a 1 4 u system in narrowband Rayleigh fading is also plotted in Fig. 8 , which appears to be a good model for measured capacities. Rayleigh capacity can be calculated using either [20] 
where ln is natural logarithm to the base e. 
IV. WIDEBAND CHANNEL CAPACITY
The wideband channel capacity of the 1 4 u SIMO communication system with a vector sensor receiver is studied in this section. The general wideband MIMO system equation with L channel taps is given by
where H l is an R T M M u complex matrix that represents the l th tap of the MIMO channel response. By applying N-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to both sides of (5), we obtain 
A. Power Delay Profile
Power delay profile (PDP) is an important characteristic of wideband channels, as it shows the distribution of power at different delays [23] . It is the basis of the wideband channel capacity simulation. Here we consider the multi-exponential PDP model [23] 
The superscripts VS in (9) stands for vector sensor and each m th column corresponds to the m th cluster. Moreover, rows from top to bottom in each matrix correspond to the pressure, xvelocity, y-velocity and z-velocity channels, respectively. Using the estimated parameters, multiexponential PDP models of all the channels in the vector sensor are plotted in Fig. 9b , which closely mimic the empirical PDPs. Multi-exponential model with parameters estimated from measured data.
The empirical PDPs of all the channels of the scalar array (SA) receiver are shown in Fig.   10a , and the corresponding estimated multi-exponential PDP models are presented in Fig. 10b 
Similarly to eq. (9), in each of the above matrices the m th column represents the m th cluster, whereas the first and last rows correspond to the scalar sensors at the top and bottom of the array, respectively. 
B. Wideband Channel Response Distribution
As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , there are four channel taps with the maximum power in four clusters. Since these taps contribute the most to the received power, here we study their amplitude distributions. Experimental CDFs of these channel taps are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 for the vector sensor receiver and the scalar array receiver, respectively. The unit power Rayleigh CDF 2 1 r e is also shown in these figures, the dashed curve labeled with "R". As expected, we observe some deviations from Rayleigh distribution compared to the narrowband case. This is because the number of multipath components in some taps might be small and therefore central limit theorem is less likely to hold. 
C. Wideband Channel Capacity
Using eq. (7) and with 12000 N , average capacities of the vector sensor receiver and the scalar array receiver are calculated from measured data and are shown in Fig. 13 . The two systems appear to have nearly the same capacity. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper and using at-sea data, the channel statistics and capacity of a vector sensor receiver that measures the scalar and vector components of the acoustic field are investigated. It is observed that Rayleigh fading and multi-exponential power delay profile models accurately characterize the average capacity of acoustic particle velocity channels, measured by vector sensors. The results are useful for design and simulation of vector sensor communication systems in acoustic particle velocity channels. Capacity CDFs, noise distributions and possible noise correlations will be discussed in another paper. 
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